
CARE4U Platform Training

Focus: Feedback & Complaint Handling



Platform which allows CARE to share information and collect 
feedback & complaint
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Facilitates quick communication 
between CARE and its key 

stakeholders 

Collect feedback, complaint, or 
any report from key stakeholders 

and be able to develop a 
response message tailored to the 

needs of each of the different 
stakeholders.



Before we get started, let’s review a sample flow chart

Source: Community Feedback Mechanisms in Somalia & Afghanistan, Interim Report Jan 2016, Sagmeister et Al, Secure Access in Volatile Environment (SAVE)



Get started

On the navigation bar, choose Feedback & Complaint > Feedback Cases, Choose “New Feedback Case”



Create a Feedback Case from Email/SMS



Create a Feedback Case from Web



Create a new Feedback/Complaint Case

1. Enter a title for the Feedback or Complaint

2. Select a Stakeholder/Individual (type the name of the person who is issuing the feedback/complaint)

3. if a record for the Stakeholder/Indiv does not exist, 
choose New to create a new Individual record. 

Before you create a new Individual record, check to 
see if it already in the system

4. Select the Subject related to this 
Feedback/Complaint

5. Select the source of this feedback/complaint

6. If you know the location/address related to this 
case, enter it in the Location/Address field

7. Type a detailed description of the 
feedback/complaint case in the Description field



Specify Feedback/Complaint Subject & Source

You can select a Subject related to a Feedback/Complaint, as well as specifying the source of the 

These values can be easily customized to fit your organization needs (Advanced Configuration Training)



Enter Feedback/Complaint Classification information



Enter Feedback/Complaint Classification information



Feedback/Complaint Case: Responsible Party & Actions 
Taken

Indicate the Stakeholder Group and the 
Individual who should be responsible to 

follow up this Case

Indicate the details regarding the action 
that was taken by the Responsible Party.
- Was a first response 

(acknowledgment) sent to the 
Feedback/Complaint?

- Has an action been taken?
- When were you notified that an 

action was taken?
- What was the action that was 

taken?



Feedback/Complaint Case: Confidentiality

- Indicate whether the Stakeholder who submitted the 
feedback/complaint has indicated he/she wants a response

- Indicate whether the Stakeholder who submitted the 
feedback/complaint has indicated he/she agrees to provide 
his/her contact details

- Indicate whether the Stakeholder who submitted the 
feedback/complaint has indicated the complaint should be 
considered as CONFIDENTIAL

- Indicate whether the Stakeholder who submitted the 
feedback/complaint has indicated he/she agrees to have 
the complaint checked with the person 
reported/complained about

- Specify the type of evidence that may be available



Process Bar

To help resolve a case, each stage and step is clearly outlined in the process bar at the top of the screen. 

You’ll see the process bar when you move from one stage to the next when you’re working on a case.

1. Choose a field to enter 

data as you handle the 

details.

2. Choose the process 

bar to see the steps in a 

stage.



Track your communication history

- Choose Activities > Add Phone Call or choose NOTES to add 
your case activities and notes.



Exercise

• You receive feedback from a Partner that their branding is not enough 
taken into account for certain projects.

• Create a Feedback Case in the system.



Reassign a case to someone else

If you don’t have enough information to resolve a case, or if you think another member in your team 
has expertise on the subject, you can reassign the case to them.



Merge similar cases

Eliminate redundancies between similar cases by merging them into one case. When a stakeholder submits multiple 
cases about the same issue (through different channels) or when multiple Individuals from the same group call in 
about the same issue, you can merge those cases into one case.



Exercise

• Think about a complaint you have recently handled. Create a Complaint 
Case using the Care4u public website (http://care4u.vovacare.org)

• Create the same complaint by sending a short SMS to the CARE4U 
platform mobile number: 0787-953-853

• Merge these 2 cases as one.



Create Child Cases when needed

When there is a case where work needs to be done by multiple teams or when one issue effects multiple 
stakeholders, now you can open a primary case, called the parent case, and then create a secondary case, called 
the child case. 

IMPORTANT : The child case option isn’t available for child cases of 

other cases. However, if child cases are deleted from other parent 

cases, then the child case option is available. 



Create Child Cases when needed…(continued)

1. Select the cases that you want associate.

2. Choose Associate Child Cases.

3. Select a parent case for the child cases.

4. Choose Set.

You can also associate an existing case as a child case from your active list of cases.



Exercise

• Create a sub-case (child case) based on the initial Complaint you 
submitted on the CARE4U public website. 



Understanding Feedback Queues

• Feedback Queues are designed for shared work items

• Personal Queues

– When users and teams are added, a default queue is configured

– When assigned a queue item, it moves to the personal queue

• System Queues

– These are containers for work items that a group of people will work from a list

– Users will mark those items they are working on



Look for open cases that need to be worked on

Use queues to quickly see cases assigned to you or cases that are available to work on. 

Select a View



…continued

1. Select a queue.

2. Select the case or 
item that you want to 
work on.

3. On the command 
bar, choose Pick.

1

2

3



Put a case back in to the queue

If you don’t know who to assign the case to, you can move the case to a queue and have someone 
else pick it up.



See what queue a case belongs to



Exercise

• Add your complaint to the Complaint Queue

• Pick up the Complaint to indicate to others you will be working on it

• Open the Complaint Queue  and verify that your complaint is there



Look up solutions from other cases

Look at similar cases to help you resolve the case you’re working on. 

Click here to search cases with a similar subject

1. Choose Case Relationships.
2. Choose (+) Add Connection record. 
3. From the Find Similar Cases dialog box, use the search to find similar 

cases.
4. Once you find the case that has the information you need to resolve the 

case you’re working on, choose the case, and then choose Found a 
Solution.



Close a Case

To close a case, click on “Resolve Feedback Case”.

- Enter a resolution type (Problem 
Solved, Information Provided)
- Enter short description of the 
resolution

- Enter detailed remarks if applicable



Cancel a Case

To cancel a case, click on “Cancel Feedback Case”.



Exercise

• Assign your complaint to a colleague

• Close your complaint by specifying the reason you are closing it



Q&A


